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COAXIAL CABLE AND CONNECTOR WITH DIELECTRIC SPACER THAT

INHIBITS UNWANTED SOLDER FLOW

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is directed generally to electrical cable connectors, and more

particularly to coaxial connectors for electrical cable.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Coaxial cables are commonly utilized in RF communications systems. A typical

coaxial cable includes an inner conductor, an outer conductor, a dielectric layer that separates the

inner and outer conductors, and a jacket that covers the outer conductor. Coaxial cable

connectors may be applied to terminate coaxial cables, for example, in communication systems

requiring a high level of precision and reliability.

[0003] Coaxial connector interfaces provide a connect/disconnect functionality between a

cable terminated with a connector bearing the desired connector interface and a corresponding

connector with a mating connector interface mounted on an apparatus or on another cable.

Typically, one connector will include a structure such as a pin or post connected to an inner

conductor and an outer conductor connector body connected to the outer conductor; these are

mated with a mating sleeve (for the pin or post of the inner conductor) and another outer

conductor connector body of a second connector. Coaxial connector interfaces often utilize a

threaded coupling nut or other retainer that draws the connector interface pair into secure electro-



mechanical engagement when the coupling nut (which is captured by one of the connectors) is

threaded onto the other connector.

Summary of the Invention

[0004] As a first aspect, embodiments of the invention are directed to a coaxial cable-

connector assembly. The assembly comprises a coaxial cable and a coaxial connector. The

coaxial cable comprises a central conductor, an outer conductor, a dielectric layer interposed

between the central conductor and the outer conductor, and a jacket overlying the outer

conductor. The coaxial connector comprises: a central conductor extension configured to mate

with a mating connector at one end and mated with the central conductor of the coaxial cable at a

second opposite end; an outer conductor extension configured to mate with the mating connector

at one end attached via a solder joint to the outer conductor of the coaxial cable at a second

opposite end; and a dielectric spacer positioned between and separating the central conductor

extension and the outer conductor extension, the dielectric spacer further positioned adjacent the

solder joint to inhibit solder flow away from the solder joint.

[0005] As a second aspect, embodiments of the invention are directed to a coaxial cable-

connector assembly comprising a coaxial cable and a coaxial connector. The coaxial cable

comprises a central conductor, an outer conductor, a dielectric layer interposed between the

central conductor and the outer conductor, and a jacket overlying the outer conductor. The

coaxial connector comprises: a central conductor extension configured to mate with a mating

connector at one end via a projection and mated with the central conductor of the coaxial cable at

a second opposite end; an outer conductor extension configured to mate with the mating

connector at one end attached via a joint to the outer conductor of the coaxial cable at a second

opposite end; and a dielectric spacer positioned between the central conductor extension and the

outer conductor extension, the dielectric spacer encircling the projection of the central conductor

extension and having an end adjacent the joint.

[0006] As a third aspect, embodiments of the invention are directed to a coaxial cable-

connector assembly comprising a coaxial cable and a coaxial connector. The coaxial cable

comprises a central conductor, an outer conductor, a dielectric layer interposed between the

central conductor and the outer conductor, and a jacket overlying the outer conductor. The

coaxial connector comprises: a central conductor extension configured to mate with a mating



connector at one end and mated with the central conductor of the coaxial cable at a second

opposite end; an outer conductor extension configured to mate with the mating connector at one

end attached via a joint to the outer conductor of the coaxial cable at a second opposite end; and

a dielectric spacer positioned between the central conductor extension and the outer conductor

extension, the dielectric spacer having a narrower portion and a wider portion the wider portion

having an end adjacent the joint.

Brief Description of the Figures

[0007] Figure 1 is a perspective view of a coaxial cable-connector assembly according to

embodiments of the invention.

[0008] Figure 2 is a partial cross-section of the coaxial cable-connector assembly of Figure

1.

[0009] Figure 3 is a partial cross-section of a prior coaxial cable-connector assembly.

[0010] Figure 4 is a partial cross-section of another prior coaxial cable-connector assembly.

Detailed Description of Embodiments of the Invention

[0011] The present invention is described with reference to the accompanying drawings, in

which certain embodiments of the invention are shown. This invention may, however, be

embodied in many different forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodiments

that are pictured and described herein; rather, these embodiments are provided so that this

disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the scope of the invention to

those skilled in the art. It will also be appreciated that the embodiments disclosed herein can be

combined in any way and/or combination to provide many additional embodiments.

[0012] Unless otherwise defined, all technical and scientific terms that are used in this

disclosure have the same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to

which this invention belongs. The terminology used in the above description is for the purpose

of describing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting of the invention. As

used in this disclosure, the singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended to include the plural

forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It will also be understood that

when an element (e.g., a device, circuit, etc.) is referred to as being "connected" or "coupled" to

another element, it can be directly connected or coupled to the other element or intervening



elements may be present. In contrast, when an element is referred to as being "directly

connected" or "directly coupled" to another element, there are no intervening elements present.

[0013] Figures 1 and 4 illustrate a coaxial cable, designated broadly at 10, according to

embodiments of the present invention. As shown in Figure 1, the cable 10 includes a central

conductor 12, a dielectric layer 14 that circumferentially overlies the central conductor 12, an

outer conductor 16 that circumferentially overlies the dielectric layer 14, and a polymeric cable

jacket 20 that circumferentially overlies the outer conductor 16. These components will be well-

known to those of skill in this art and need not be described in detail herein. Figure 4 illustrates

schematically that the outer conductor 16 may be of a corrugated profile; alternatively, the outer

conductor of a cable may have a smooth profile. Both of these outer conductor configurations

are known to those of skill in this art and need not be described in detail herein.

[0014] Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of a prior connector 30' that terminates a coaxial

cable. The connector 30' includes a central conductor extension 32' mated with and extending

away from the central conductor 12 and an outer conductor extension 34' mated with and

extending away from the outer conductor 16. The central conductor extension 32' is configured

to mate with the central conductor extension of a mating connector via a post 32a'. Similarly,

the outer conductor extension 34' is configured to mate with the outer conductor extension of a

mating conductor. The interface between mating coaxial connectors will be well known to those

of skill in this art and need not be described in detail herein. A coupling nut 36 fits over and is

captured by the outer conductor extension 34'.

[0015] Referring still to Figure 3, an annular dielectric insulator 38' of substantially constant

thickness extends between the central conductor extension 32' and the outer conductor extension

34'; the dielectric insulator 38' maintains the spacing between the central conductor extension

32' and the outer conductor extension 34', and as such also prevents electrical contact between

these components. A cavity 40' is formed between the outer conductor extension 34', the central

conductor extension 32', one end of the dielectric spacer 38', and the end of the cable 10.

[0016] Attachment of the outer conductor extension 34' to the outer conductor 16 is typically

achieved via soldering (note the solder joint 60' in Figure 3). However, in some instances the

solder may leak, seep or otherwise flow into the cavity 40' (this is shown in Figure 3 as solder

balls 70). Such leakage is undesirable, as it may impact the electrical properties of the connector

and thereby negatively influence the performance to the connector. One solution to the problem



of solder leakage is illustrated in Figure 4, wherein the connector 30" shown therein includes a

dielectric disk 80 positioned at the end of the cable 10, where it can guard the cavity 40' from

leaking solder from the solder joint 60" during the soldering process. However, the inclusion of

the dielectric disk 80 adds cost to the connector (both in material and labor in assembly), and the

dielectric disk 80 is often sufficiently small that it can be easily lost. As such, the dielectric disk

80 does not provide a satisfactory solution to solder leakage.

[0017] Referring now to Figure 2, the connector 30 shown therein can address the issues

presented above. In addition to having a central conductor extension 32 with a post 32a and a

base 32b and an outer conductor extension 34 as described above, the connector 30 also includes

a dielectric spacer 38 of a different configuration. More specifically, the dielectric spacer 38 has

a stepped configuration, with a narrower portion 39 and a wider portion 41. (As used herein, the

"narrower portion" indicates a smaller outer diameter and the "wider portion" indicates a larger

outer diameter). The narrower portion 39 encircles the post 32a of the central conductor

extension 32, thereby spacing and separating the central conductor extension 32 from the outer

conductor extension 34 (which encircles the narrower portion 39). The wider portion 41 resides

radially inwardly from and contacts the outer conductor extension 34 and resides radially

outward from the base 32b of the central conductor extension 32. As such, the wider portion 41

defines the radially outward wall of the cavity 40 (rather than the outer conductor extension 34

doing so, as is the case with the connectors 30', 30"). Also, the wider portion 41 extends toward

the cable 10 sufficiently that its end 41a abuts the end of the outer conductor 16 of the cable 10

adjacent the solder joint 60.

[0018] Because the wider portion 41 of the dielectric spacer 38 abuts the cable 10, and in

particular abuts the end of the outer conductor 16, it is in position to prevent and/or inhibit solder

from flowing away from the solder joint 60 and into the cavity 40 in much the same manner as

the dielectric disk 80 shown in Figure 4. However, because the dielectric spacer 38 is able to

combine the functions of the dielectric spacer 38' and the dielectric disk 80, the number of

components is reduced, and the size of the dielectric spacer 38 makes it less likely to be lost or

misplaced than the dielectric disk 80.

[0019] The dielectric spacer 38 may be formed of any dielectric material. In some

embodiments, the dielectric spacer 38 may be formed of a polymeric material, such as

polytetrafluoroethylene.



[0020] Those of skill in this art will recognize that other configurations of the connector 30

may be suitable. For example, either of the inner or outer walls of the dielectric spacer 38 may

have a smooth, rather than stepped, profile, such that the dielectric spacer itself is tapered from

end to end, the wall of dielectric spacer is tapered from end to end, or both. Also, the central

conductor extension 32 may include a sleeve rather than the post 32a (the sleeve being

configured to receive the post 32a during mating), or may have some other variety of projection

for mating. The central conductor extension 32 and/or the outer conductor extension 34 may be

mated directly to the conductors 12, 16 of the cable 10, or may be mated via an intervening

dielectric material, such as that described in co-assigned and co-pending U.S. Patent Provisional

Application No. 61/835,907, filed June 17, 2013, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated

herein in its entirety. Also, either of the central conductor extension 32 or the outer conductor

extension 34 may include a dielectric coating or the like, such that its mating with a mating

connector is a capacitive coupling; such an arrangement is discussed in U.S. Patent Application

No. 14/102,042, filed December 10, 2013, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein

in its entirety. Other variations may be apparent to those of skill in this art.

[0021] The foregoing is illustrative of the present invention and is not to be construed as

limiting thereof. Although exemplary embodiments of this invention have been described, those

skilled in the art will readily appreciate that many modifications are possible in the exemplary

embodiments without materially departing from the novel teachings and advantages of this

invention. Accordingly, all such modifications are intended to be included within the scope of

this invention as defined in the claims. The invention is defined by the following claims, with

equivalents of the claims to be included therein.



That Which is Claimed is:

1. A coaxial cable-connector assembly, comprising:

(a) a coaxial cable comprising a central conductor, an outer conductor, a dielectric layer

interposed between the central conductor and the outer conductor, and a jacket

overlying the outer conductor; and

(b) a coaxial connector comprising:

a central conductor extension configured to mate with a mating connector at one end and

mated with the central conductor of the coaxial cable at a second opposite end;

an outer conductor extension configured to mate with the mating connector at one end

attached via a solder joint to the outer conductor of the coaxial cable at a second opposite end;

and

a dielectric spacer positioned between and separating the central conductor extension and

the outer conductor extension, the dielectric spacer further positioned adjacent the solder joint to

inhibit solder flow away from the solder joint.

2. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 1, wherein the central

conductor extension includes a projection configured to mate with the mating connector, and

wherein the dielectric spacer encircles the projection.

3. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 1, wherein the dielectric

spacer includes a narrower portion, the narrower portion encircling the projection of the central

conductor extension.

4. The coaxial cable-conductor assembly defined in Claim 3, wherein the outer

conductor extension encircles the narrower portion of the dielectric spacer.

5. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 3, wherein a wider

portion of the dielectric spacer defines side walls of a cavity between the central conductor

extension and the outer conductor extension.



6. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 5, wherein the narrower

portion and the wider portion define a stepped profile.

7. The coaxial cable-conductor assembly defined in Claim 1, wherein the dielectric

spacer is formed of a polymeric or insulated material.

8. A coaxial cable-connector assembly, comprising:

(a) a coaxial cable comprising a central conductor, an outer conductor, a dielectric layer

interposed between the central conductor and the outer conductor, and a jacket

overlying the outer conductor; and

(b) a coaxial connector comprising:

a central conductor extension configured to mate with a mating connector at one end via

a projection and mated with the central conductor of the coaxial cable at a second opposite end;

an outer conductor extension configured to mate with the mating connector at one end

attached via a joint to the outer conductor of the coaxial cable at a second opposite end; and

a dielectric spacer positioned between the central conductor extension and the outer

conductor extension, the dielectric spacer encircling the projection of the central conductor

extension and having an end adjacent the joint.

9. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 8, wherein the joint is a

solder joint, and wherein the end of the dielectric spacer is positioned to inhibit the flow of solder

away from the solder joint toward the projection.

10. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 8, wherein the dielectric

spacer includes a narrower portion, the narrower portion encircling the projection of the central

conductor extension.

11. The coaxial cable-conductor assembly defined in Claim 10, wherein the outer

conductor extension encircles the narrower portion of the dielectric spacer.



12. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 10, wherein a wider

portion of the dielectric spacer defines side walls of a cavity between the central conductor

extension and the outer conductor extension.

13. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 12, wherein the narrower

portion and the wider portion define a stepped profile.

14. The coaxial cable-conductor assembly defined in Claim 8, wherein the dielectric

spacer is formed of a polymeric or insulated material.

15. A coaxial cable-connector assembly, comprising:

(a) a coaxial cable comprising a central conductor, an outer conductor, a dielectric layer

interposed between the central conductor and the outer conductor, and a jacket

overlying the outer conductor; and

(b) a coaxial connector comprising:

a central conductor extension configured to mate with a mating connector at one end and

mated with the central conductor of the coaxial cable at a second opposite end;

an outer conductor extension configured to mate with the mating connector at one end

attached via a joint to the outer conductor of the coaxial cable at a second opposite end; and

a dielectric spacer positioned between the central conductor extension and the outer

conductor extension, the dielectric spacer having a narrower portion and a wider portion the

wider portion having an end adjacent the joint.

16. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 15, wherein the joint is a

solder joint, and wherein the end of the wider portion of the dielectric spacer is positioned to

inhibit the flow of solder away from the solder joint toward the projection.

17. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 16, wherein the narrower

portion encircles a projection of the central conductor extension that is configured to mate with

the mating connector.



18. The coaxial cable-conductor assembly defined in Claim 17, wherein the outer

conductor extension encircles the narrower portion of the dielectric spacer.

19. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 18, wherein the wider

portion of the dielectric spacer defines side walls of a cavity between the central conductor

extension and the outer conductor extension.

20. The coaxial cable-connector assembly defined in Claim 19, wherein the narrower

portion and the wider portion define a stepped profile.
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